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4. Calculation of possible estimates of
readers based on similar to them by the
formula:

In time of modern technology, people forget
about reading paper books and there are
quite a number of people who want to read a
real book, not it's electronic version. For
such people, this web service will help you
easily find books to read and show a list of
libraries where you can get them.

MetaLib - web service for
organization and search for book
information

Create a web service to easily and quickly
find books, view a list of books, view a list of
libraries and books available in libraries.
Leave book reviews and be able to leave
comments. Get recommendations based on
the reader's previous preferences. Also, one
of the goals was to facilitate the work of
librarians in maintaining paper forms.

The purpose of the work

Internet and web technologies - creating a
web service for finding books in libraries.

Object and subject of research

According to research by American scientists
in 2019, 37% of respondents said they read
only paper books and 28%, both paper and
electronic. These data show that most
people still prefer paper books.

Actuality

Exploring library sites and just similar
services that already exist, the main problem
with these solutions was the awkward and
often confusing interface that scared away
potential users. Also, no solutions were
found that would give all the features of this
project.

list of books
list of libraries
list of authors
list of genres
user profile
search page
book page

navigation menu
search bar
recommendation panel

The main pages of the web service:

Interface elements:

Interface

A user-based collaborative filtering method is
used.

Recommendation system

The principle of work
1. Normalization of readers' ratings by
comparison with the average rating.

2. Find similar users using the value of the
cosine of similarity.

3. Finding a limited number of similar users.

5. Sorting recommendations by estimates
and saving them in a database.

where s - possible evaluation, u, v - users, i -
books, r - ratings given by users to books, w
- similarity between two users.

Result of the recommendations
Get fairly accurate recommendations for
readers that improve as users like them.

GORM

Conclusions
A convenient and intuitive web service has
been developed for search for new books to
read, view a list of books, libraries, authors,
genres, etc. The developed recommendation
system will help readers find new books.
Created a search page where users can find
books by filters. To implement the project,
new technologies were used, which are
increasingly needed in the development
market, which also adds to its relevance.


